Winter Sonata Full Day Tour
TOUR
DATE
INCLUSION

T-30

TIME

08:00 ~ 17:00
* 90,000krw p/p (min.4people)
Available every day
PRICE
* 100,000krw p/p (min.3people)
* 110,000krw p/p (min.2people)
Tour guide, transportation, lunch and entrance fees.

ITINERYRAY

Hotel Pick up – Nami Island - Lunch(Korean Lunch) – Petite France Amethyst/Ginseng Center - Drop off at Hotel.

NOTE

* Korean style chicken BBQ is included for lunch.
Information of Tourist Attraction
Nami Island
Nami Island was formed as a result of the construction of the Cheongpyeong
Dam. It is a half moon shaped (462,809㎡) isle, and on it is the grave of
General Nami, who led a great victory against the rebels in the 13th year of
the 7th king of the Joseon Dynasty, King Sejo (reign 1455 ~ 1468). Nami
Island is 63 km away from Seoul in the direction of Chuncheon, and is
famous for its beautiful tree lined roads. The island is 30 minutes away from
Chuncheon and an hour away from suburbs of Seoul. Since it is not far from
Seoul, many couples and families come to visit.
Petite France
This is Petite France, a French cultural village set in the Korean countryside!
Petite France serves as both a French cultural village and a youth training
facility (Goseong Youth Training Center), and consists of 16 French-style
buildings where visitors can lodge and experience French food, clothing, and
household culture. The concept of Petite France encapsulates ‘ flowers,
stars, and the Little Prince.’ The village contains a memorial hall dedicated to
Saint-Exupery, the author of the celebrated French novel, Le Petit Prince
(1943) and as such it is called the Little Prince theme park. It also has a
gallery displaying sculptures and paintings of le coq gaulois (the Gallic
rooster), the national symbol of France; Orgel House where a 200-year-old
music box plays a sweet melody; a shop that sells herbal and aromatic
products; a souvenir shop; and many other locales where you can experience
French culture.
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